
Terostat-8630 2K HMLC
For Commercial Vehicles

• Fast Drying
• Long Open Time

Special:
Take part in 
an exclusive
Teroson Training
(for more information see back)



It’s easy, safe and fast for all bus, truck 
and other commercial vehicle applications

Terostat-8630 2K HMLC, the latest product in the Teroson portfolio, is the first two-component 
sealant for large applications. It can be used just as easily and conveniently as a one-component
sealant. Indeed, the open time is longer than associated with a single component product, and 
the final curing time of Terostat-8630 is only 5 hours.

The new Terostat-8630 2K HMLC can, of course, be used on many different types of vehicle windows – buses, trucks or 
agricultural vehicles. In fact, just about every type of commercial vehicle. It is effective on both windscreens and side or rear
windows. And it can be used where low conductivity, high shear modulus or optimal high frequency is required.

Terostat-8630 2K HMLC is always the right choice for any kind of big vehicle application.�

Outstanding time performance
The long open time of approximately 30 minutes guarantees that large bus or truck windscreens can
be bonded without the formation of skin before installing – even in summer time! 
What’s more, the final curing time is only five hours after bonding the windscreen.
In addition, Terostat-8630 2K HMLC incorporates a special safety feature that helps prevent windows
from working loose when passengers lean against them for extended periods of time.

Tested to perfection
As you would expect from a manufacturer of quality, Terostat-8630 2K HMLC is based on extensive 
research and development efforts. As a result, this new direct glazing sealant from Teroson has already 
proved sits effectiveness in wide-ranging trials.



Terostat-8630 2K HMLC is characterised by the following outstanding properties:

�Long open time: 30 minutes 

�Extremely fast curing 

�Easy to use 

�Very good sag resistance

�High elasticity and shear modulus

�Excellent adhesion to glass

�High tensile shear strength, even after ageing

Typical applications:

• Bonding of front, rear, and side windows into the body of motor vehicles
• Bonding of windows in bus, truck and other commercial vehicles

Terostat-8630 is suitable for all vehicles due to:

High shear modulus
The high shear modulus (3 MPa) guarantees the torsional stiffness of the body shell and thus contributes actively in 
raising the safety level

Low conductivity
Lasting corrosion protection in aluminium body shells and motor cars with heated rear window

Optimal high frequency behaviour
This reduces interference in reception with integrated antennae for radio, mobile and navigation systems etc.

Technical data:

Product base 2K-PUR, black

Application warm

Pre-heating time in pre-heating box 30 min

Viscosity high modulus, low conductive

Shear modulus ca. 3 Mpa   

Sag resistance bead height > 25 mm

Open time 30 min

Final curing time 5 h  

Cure speed 1,5 – 2,5 h 

Ordering information:
Pack size 310 ml

IDH No.
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T-Points – The Teroson Loyalty Programme 

Terostat 8630 2K HMLC is part of the Teroson Loyalty Programme – an incentive open to all
Teroson users that provides rewards for sales. If you are not already a participant, simply ask
your Teroson distributor for more information – or see www.loctite-europe.com/T-Points

Take advantage of our training offer 
Profit from a hands-on training where you will get the tools and practical know-how for successful 
application of Terostat-8630 2K HMLC. Our trainers conduct sessions either in our well-equipped centre in
Heidelberg or will come to you for on-site instruction

Simply complete the form and fax it to: +49-6221-704-698
We will contact you promptly to plan and arrange your specific training needs.

Company:

Contact:

Street:

Postal code / City:

Phone:

Fax:

Number of participants:

Preferred date:

Additional comments / information:


